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INSTRUCTIONS

Ion cleansing with moisturizing support device
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English
Safety precautions
●

●

Do not use this product on the following regions.
(Cause of an accident or trouble)

Precautions described here are intended for safe and correct use of this product and are
to prevent injury and damage to you and others before they occur.
Precautions are classified as follows.
Make sure to observe the precautions because they are all important in relation to safety.

- Regions where orthopedic treatment was given
- Eyeballs and upper eyelids
- Wound sites
- Facial melanoderma
- Mucosal regions, such as inside the mouth
- Regions irritated due to pimples or skin rash
- Regions which suffer from sensation of pain or perception disorder
- Regions where metal, plastic or silicone etc., is embedded under skin
- Regions where there is itching, sensation of warmth, or liver spots due to physical stimulus etc.
- Regions where skin irritation is caused by cosmetics

Indicates an imminently dangerous situation in which improper
handling may result in death or serious injury to a user.
Indicates a dangerous situation in which improper handling
could result in death or serious injury to a user.

Prohibited

Indicates a dangerous situation in which improper handling
could result in slight injury to a user or damage to property
(house, household effects, etc.).

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with
the appliance.

<Examples of pictorial indication>
The

symbol indicates "Prohibited" (Do not do this).
"Disassembly prohibited"
"Use prohibited in wet areas"
"Use with wet hands prohibited"

The

symbol indicates "Compulsory" (Make sure to do this).
"General action"

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Make sure

Unplug

"Unplug"

When feeling pain or disorder during use of this product, or sensing anything
wrong with your skin after use, stop using this product and consult a
dermatologist. (Cause of skin trouble etc.)
If any abnormality occurs during charge or use, immediately pull out
the power plug of the charger from the outlet. (Cause of an accident or fire)
Use only 100-240V AC for power supply. (Cause of a fire or electric shock)
Never use if the power cord or the power plug is damaged or its insertion to
the outlet is loose. (If the power cord breaks, a fire or electric shock may occur.)

Persons who use the following medical electronic devices should not use this
product. (This product may cause the medical electronic devices to malfunction.)
Prohibited

Prohibited

- Self-contained medical electronic devices such as a pacemaker
- Wearable medical electronic devices such as an electrocardiograph

If any unusual sound or abnormality occurs in the main body, immediately
stop using this product and contact the distributor for repair together with the
charger. (Cause of an accident or trouble)
Make sure

Never use this product by other methods which are not described in this
instruction manual. (Cause of an accident, trouble, or failure)
Use this product only for face and neck. (Cause of an accident or trouble)
The following persons should avoid use of this product.
(Cause of an accident or trouble)
Prohibited

- Persons with heart disease
- Persons with an acute (pain) illness
- Persons with a fever
- Persons with a blood pressure disorder
- Persons with an infectious disease
- Persons with a tubercular disease
- Persons with a malignant tumor
- Persons with facial neuralgia
- Persons who are pregnant
- Persons who are menstruating
- Persons with atopic dermatitis
- Persons with an allergic predisposition
- Persons with particularly sensitive skin - Persons with hemophilia
- Persons under dental care
- Persons whose blood vessels have expanded due to long time use of steroid
hormones or liver function disorder
- Persons who are under the influence of alcohol or medication, or who are very tired
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Never damage the power cord, unnecessarily bend, pull, twist, bind, place a
heavy object on it, pinch, process, or wind around the charger, etc.
(If the power cord breaks, a fire or electric shock may occur.)

Use with wet
hands prohibited

Persons who use this product for the first time should use it while observing
the condition of their skin. (Cause of skin trouble or poor physical condition)
Never insert or remove the power plug in/from the outlet with wet hands.
(Cause of a failure or short circuit)
Never wash this product with water. And, never soak in water or splash
water on this product. (Cause of a failure or short circuit)

Use prohibited
in wet areas

Disassembly
prohibited

Never use, charge or leave this product in places splashed with water or in
damp places, such as in a bathroom. (Cause of a failure or short circuit)
Never modify this product. Only a qualified technician may make repairs.
(Cause of a fire, electric shock, injury, or failure)
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"CHARGE" indicator lamp
The lamp lights in red during charge,
and changes to green after completion
of charge.
Buzzer (selecting sound/warning
sound/ending sound)
Every time the switch/button is pressed,
a selecting sound can be heard.
If a warning sound can be heard during
use, it is a signal to indicate recharging.
When each mode exits, an ending
sound can be heard.

Check the head for any damage or deformation before use.
(Cause of skin damage)
Never use this product together with other beauty treatment devices at the
same time. (Cause of a failure or trouble)

Prohibited

Make sure

Never use this product if there is some injury or wound to your skin.
(Cause of skin trouble or pain)
Do not drop this product, or give it a strong impact.
(Cause of injury or a failure)
Do not wipe with benzene, thinner or alcohol, and do not spray insecticide.
(Cause of cracking, an electric shock, or ignition)
Use only the attached charger. And, do not charge any other product
with the attached charger. (Possibility of an electric shock or ignition)
Remove accessories such as earrings and necklaces, and contact lenses for
use. (Cause of an accident or trouble)

About the skin sensing function
This device is a product that operates through the human body.
The electric circuit operates with the skin in contact with the side plate and head.
It will not operate unless the side plate is touched and the head is applied to the skin.

●

About the memory function

If there is any severe skin disorder or irregularity on your skin surface, or due
to downy hair, you may feel strong irritation in rare instances. In this case,
avoid using this product on that region. (Cause of an accident or trouble)
Do not keep the cotton puff on one part of your skin but always keep it in
motion. (Cause of skin trouble or poor physical condition)

This device is equipped with a memory function for storing the potential power level
("HIGH" or "LOW") in memory.
In each mode (step 1 to 4), the power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") immediately before
an automatic stop or turning off the power switch is stored in the memory.
The potential power level can be switched between "HIGH" and "LOW" by pressing
the "LEVEL" selector button during use.

Pull out the power plug and device plug without holding the cord.
(Cause of disconnection, an electric shock, short circuit, or ignition)

Unplug

Make sure to pull out the power plug from the outlet unless used.
(Cause of an electric shock or fire by deterioration)

Preparation before use
How to charge
●

Names of parts and their functions (Fig. 1)
Head (titanium material)
Set a cotton puff and apply it to the skin.
This section vibrates during use.
Mode indicator lamp (orange)
When the power switch is turned "ON,"
"CLEANSING LAMP" flashes.
This lamp lights during use.
"MODE" selector button
Every time this button is pressed,
the mode is switched.
Side plate
Power switch (" ")
When this switch is pressed, it turns
"ON", and when this switch is pressed
again, it turns "OFF". Equipped with an
auto-off function, it will automatically turn
"OFF" if the device is not used for about
30 seconds in an "ON" state.
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Body
Body socket
"LEVEL" indicator lamps
"HIGH" (red) : "LOW" (green)
When the power switch is turned "ON,"
"LOW" or "HIGH" lights.
High/low selector button
Every time this button is pressed, the
potential power level is switched between
"HIGH" and "LOW." The vibration power
does not change.
Side plate
Touch this part and apply the head to
the skin, and the device will start to
operate.

Batteries (built-in)
Nickel-hydrogen batteries
Charger Model: KH-182B
Power plug
Insert in an outlet to the roots.
Device plug
Cord
Accessories
Rings (two)
Rings for fixing a cotton puff.
Stand

●

Since this product is not fully charged initially, charge before the first use.
Make sure to use 100-240V AC and use the attached charger.
Do not insert or remove the power plug in/from an electric outlet
with wet hands. (Cause of an electric shock or short circuit)
Never use this product in places splashed with water or in damp places,
such as in a bathroom. (Cause of an electric shock or short circuit)

1. Turn off the power, and connect the charger to the main body and outlet. (Fig. 2)
The charge indicator lamp: lights in red during charge, and
lights in green after completion of charge.
2. After the standard charging time (5 hours) has elapsed, pull out the from
the electric outlet and the main body. (Fig. 3)
● During charge, the main body and the charger may become slightly hot, but
not an abnormality.
●
●

The standard charging time is 5 hours.
On a single charge, this device can be used approximately 10 times [when used at
the "HIGH" level in basic mode (three steps) in combination with "REFRESH"].
* Depending on the operating conditions, such as the ambient temperature,
the number of operating times may decrease.
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Time to charge
When the power is ON, if a warning sound can be heard, it is a signal to indicate recharging.
Charge as soon as possible.
In order to make full use of battery performance, observe the following.
(1) If you have not used this device for three months or longer, or charge it for every
use, the number of operating times may decrease even if you charge at the next
time. [This is due to deactivation of the batteries (slowdown in charge reaction)
and memory effect.]
Use the batteries until a recharge sound can be heard.

▲

How to activate the batteries

▼

Charge for 5 hours as is standard in accordance with
"How to charge."

▼
After pulling out the charger from the outlet, plug it in
again and charge for 5 hours.
Repeat 1) through 3) a few times, and the batteries are activated.
(2) In the first use:
If the number of operating times is small even when the batteries are charged for
5 hours, charge in accordance with the above method to activate the batteries.
They will return to normal.
(3) Charge the batteries at an ambient temperature in the range of 5 to 35℃.

3. Attach a cotton puff to the main body. (Fig. 4)
Face the thinner side upward
Cotton puff
Protection seal
(1) Remove the protection seal from the head.
● The device will not operate unless the protection seal is removed.
(2) Place a cotton puff, and fix it with the included ring.
● Use a commercially available cotton puff. However, too small a cotton puff or too
thick a cotton puff may not be attachable.
● The ring is directional. Attach it from straight above with the wider side of the inner
circumference placed toward the head.
Do not attach the ring in the reverse direction. Be aware that the ring, if pushed with
force, will not be able to be removed.
(3) Remove the ring by pressing the thinner parts on both sides. (Fig.5)
Thinner part
4. Please observe the following so as not to damage your skin when you use the device.
(1) The maximum amount of time allowed for skin care with this device is 15 minutes
once a day in basic mode. (Avoid use exceeding 5 minutes per day in each step.)
Basic mode
"CLEANSING"
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

Before use
When sensing anything unusual with your skin or body during
use, immediately stop using this product and consult a
dermatologist. (Cause of an accident or poor physical condition)

<Automatic stop>
(5 minutes)

"MICRO-PAT"
(5 minutes)

<Automatic stop>
"MOISTURIZE"
(5 minutes)

"REFRESH"
This function makes your skin healthy
by using it in combination with your
regular milky lotion or sheet mask.

1. About mode selection
Mode
Step
1
2
3

4

"CLEANSING" (To remove fine
dirt remaining in pores)
"MICRO-PAT"
(To allow moisturizing ingredients
to easily permeate your skin)
"MOISTURIZE"
(To give moisturizing care by
making moisturizing ingredients
permeate your skin)
"REFRESH"
(To relieve stress on your skin)

Cotton puff and cosmetics
Use a new cotton puff saturated with your
regular toner.
Apply your regular toner to your skin for
use. No cotton puff is used.
Use a new cotton puff saturated with your
regular toner.

●

Apply your regular milky lotion or sheet mask
to your skin for use. No cotton puff is used.

2. Wash your face to remove dirt and make skin clean.
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(5 minutes)

<Automatic stop>

Avoid use exceeding 20 minutes per day including "REFRESH".
It is recommended that you use "REFRESH" once every one or two weeks.
(2) Use this device on bare skin after removing makeup.
(3) Do not use this device on the same part of your skin for more than 10 seconds.
(4) Switch the potential power level between high and low by pressing the "LEVEL"
selector button according to your skin condition.
● You can choose "HIGH" or "LOW" as you like, but if your skin tingles, use the
device at the "LOW" level.
● If you feel something unusual with your skin, stop using this device and consult a
dermatologist.
● This device is equipped with a memory function for storing in memory the potential
power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") you usually use. For details, see "About the memory
function."
●

Remove accessories and contact lenses.
(Cause of skin trouble or poor physical condition)

<Automatic stop>
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Examples of use
Press the mode selector button to set the mode of a desired treatment.

Quick treatment (required time: 5 minutes)
●

Step 3 "MOISTURIZE"
When you do not have much time in the morning or when you need to go out suddenly,
you can just use "MOISTURIZE" . This will moisturize your skin in 5 minutes.
Press the mode selector button to set "MOISTURIZE" .

Easy treatment (required time: 10 minutes)
●
●

Step 1 "CLEANSING"
Step 3 "MOISTURIZE"
Before you go out or when you have more time, "MOISTURIZE" after "CLEANSING".
This will moisturize your cleansed skin.
After the end of "CLEANSING", press the mode selector button to set "MOISTURIZE" .

Daily treatment (required time: 15 minutes)
●
●
●

Step 1 "CLEANSING"
Step 2 "MICRO-PAT"
Step 3 "MOISTURIZE"
This treatment is a daily standard.
After "CLEANSING", loosen up your skin by "MICRO-PAT" to allow "MOISTURIZE"
ingredients to easily permeate your skin, and give moisturizing care by make
moisturizing ingredients permeate your skin.

2. Press the power switch. (Fig. 6)
● The "LEVEL" indicator lamp will light, and the "CLEANSING" mode indicator lamp
will flash. If another mode indicator lamp flashes, press the mode selector button to
select "CLEANSING".
3. Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button.
Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button
according to your skin condition.
● Every time the "LEVEL" selector button is pressed, the potential power level is
switched between "HIGH" and "LOW". The vibration power does not change.
● The previous potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") is stored by the memory function.
Use at the "LOW" level is recommended for people who use this device for the first
time and who feel something unusual.
4. Hold the main body by hand touching the side plate. (Fig. 7)
● Make sure to hold the body with your hand touching either of the right and left side
plates.
5. Apply the cotton puff to your skin and move the device slowly. (Fig. 8)
● The mode indicator lamp will light, and the device will start to vibrate.
● Use this device within 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, the device will stop automatically.
CAUTION
The device will not vibrate unless you apply the cotton puff to your skin while
touching the side plate. (Skin sensing function)
If the head is not vibrating, the device is not working.
If you leave the device as it is for about 30 seconds without vibration, the power will
turn off automatically. (Auto-off function)

Weekly treatment (required time: 20 minutes)
●
●
●
●

Step 1 "CLEANSING"
Step 2 "MICRO-PAT"
Step 3 "MOISTURIZE"
Step 4 "REFRESH"
Care for your skin once every one or two weeks by using all modes.
Fine vibrations and gentle electrode switching in "REFRESH" mode will condition
your skin.

●

Do not keep the cotton puff on the same part of your skin, but
move it around. (Cause of skin trouble or poor health condition)

How to use
Do not use this product around eyes and ears.
(Cause of an accident or poor physical condition)
If you sense anything wrong with your skin or body during use,
immediately stop using this device and consult a dermatologist.
(Cause of an accident or poor health condition)

Step 1 "CLEANSING"
This mode is to remove fine dirt remaining in pores which cannot be removed by simple
washing and make your skin suitable for "MICRO-PAT".
.1. After washing your face, saturate the cotton puff attached to the body with toner.
Use your regular toner or wiping lotion with an exfoliating effect.
(Do not use a milky lotion or gel.)
● Saturate the cotton puff with the toner until it seeps through the cotton puff to the
rear side.
Some toners (made only of mineral spring water or water, etc.) may not show
effects sufficiently.
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Lightly apply and slowly move as if sliding from the center to the outside of your face.

If the moisture in the cotton puff becomes insufficient or if it is hard to slide, add more
toner.
●
Do not use this device on the same part of your skin for more than 10 seconds.
●
If you feel slight current stimulation (a tingling sensation) during use, press the
"LEVEL" selector button to set the "LOW" level.
If you still feel a "tingling sensation," add more toner.
6. An automatic stop is made when 5 minutes have elapsed. (Auto-off function)
●
You will know the automatic stop with the ending sound.
7. Remove the ring and the cotton puff.
● Wipe off the surface of the head with tissue, etc.
● Do not use the cotton puff again once it is used because its reuse will cause
skin trouble.
Step 2 "MICRO-PAT"
This mode is to effectively stimulate and loosen up your skin to allow moisturizing
ingredients to easily permeate your skin.
1. Evenly spread your regular toner over your face.
● Wipe the toner off your hands.
●
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2. Press the power switch. (Fig. 9)
● The "LEVEL" indicator lamp will light, and the "MICRO-PAT" mode indicator lamp will
flash. If another mode indicator lamp flashes, press the mode selector button to
switch the mode.
If the power switch is pressed after the end of the "CLEANSING" mode, the
"MICRO-PAT" mode is set automatically.

3. Press the power switch. (Fig. 11)
● The "LEVEL" indicator lamp will light, and the "MOISTURIZE" mode indicator lamp
will flash. If another mode indicator lamp flashes, press the mode selector button
to switch the mode.

3. Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button.
Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button
according to your skin condition.
● Every time the "LEVEL" selector button is pressed, the potential power level is
switched between "HIGH" and "LOW". The vibration power does not change.
● The previous potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") is stored by the memory function.

4. Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button.
Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button
according to your skin condition.
● Every time the "LEVEL" selector button is pressed, the potential power level is
switched between "HIGH" and "LOW". The vibration power does not change.
● The previous potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") is stored by the memory function.

If the power switch is pressed after the end of the "MICRO-PAT" mode, the
"MOISTURIZE" mode is set automatically.

Use at the "LOW" level is recommended for people who use this device for the first
time and who feel something unusual.

Use at the "LOW" level is recommended for people who use this device for the first
time and who feel something unusual.

4. Hold the main body by hand touching the side plate. (Fig. 10)
● Make sure to hold the body with your hand touching either of the right and left side
plates.
5. Apply the head directly to your skin and move it slowly.
● The mode indicator lamp will light, and the device will start to vibrate.
● Use this device within 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, the device will stop automatically.

5. Hold the main body by hand touching the side plate. (Fig. 7)
● Make sure to hold the body with your hand touching either of the right and left side
plates.
6. Apply the cotton puff to your skin and move the device slowly. (Fig. 8)
●
The mode indicator lamp will light, and the device will start to vibrate.
● Use this device within 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, the device will stop automatically.

CAUTION

CAUTION
The device will not vibrate unless you apply the cotton puff to your skin while
touching the side plate. (Skin sensing function)
If the head is not vibrating, the device is not working.
If you leave the device as it is for about 30 seconds without vibration, the power will
turn off automatically. (Auto-off function)

The device will not vibrate unless you apply the head to your skin while touching
the side plate. (Skin sensing function)
If the head is not vibrating, the device is not working.
If you leave the device as it is for about 30 seconds without vibration, the power will
turn off automatically. (Auto-off function)
●

Lightly apply and slowly move as if sliding from the center to the outside of your face.

●

Do not keep the head on the same part of your skin, but move it
around. (Cause of skin trouble or poor health condition)
Do not use this device on the same part of your skin for more than 10 seconds.
If you feel slight current stimulation (a tingling sensation) during use, press the
"LEVEL" selector button to set the "LOW" level.
6. An automatic stop is made when 5 minutes have elapsed. (Auto-off function)
●
You will know the automatic stop with the ending sound.
7. Wipe the toner off the head and main body with tissue, etc.
Step 3 "MOISTURIZE"
This mode is to give moisturizing care by making the moisturizing ingredients of the toner
permeate your skin.
1. Attach a new cotton puff to the main body, and fix it with the ring.
● For attaching a cotton puff, see "Preparation for use."
2. Saturate the cotton puff with your regular toner.
● Do not use a milky lotion or gel. Saturate the cotton puff with the toner until it
seeps through the cotton puff to the rear side.
●
●
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Lightly apply and slowly move as if sliding from the center to the outside of your face.
Do not keep the cotton puff on the same part of your skin, but
move it around. (Cause of skin trouble or poor health condition)

If the moisture in the cotton puff becomes insufficient or if it is hard to slide, add more
toner.
●
Do not use this device on the same part of your skin for more than 10 seconds.
●
If you feel slight current stimulation (a tingling sensation) during use, press the
"LEVEL" selector button to set the "LOW" level.
If you still feel a "tingling sensation," add more toner.
7. An automatic stop is made when 5 minutes have elapsed. (Auto-off function)
●
You will know the automatic stop with the ending sound.
8. Remove the ring and the cotton puff.
● Wipe off the surface of the head with tissue, etc.
● Do not use the cotton puff again once it is used because its reuse will cause
skin trouble.
Step 4 "REFRESH"
●

(It is recommended that you use this step once every one or two weeks.)
This mode is to condition your skin by fine vibrations and gentle electrode switching.
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1. Place a sheet mask on your face or evenly spread your regular milky lotion over your face.
● Wipe the milky lotion off your hands.
2. Press the power switch. (Fig. 12)
● The "LEVEL" indicator lamp will light, and the "REFRESH" mode indicator lamp will
flash. If another mode indicator lamp flashes, press the mode selector button to
switch the mode.

2. Make sure to pull out the charger from the outlet and the main body.

Care for the main body
●

Wipe the toner or milky lotion off the main body and ring with tissue, etc.
When dirt is difficult to remove, wipe it with a cloth moistened with water and firmly
squeezed.
Do not wash the main body with water. And, do not soak in water
or splash water on it. (Cause of a failure)

If the power switch is pressed after the end of the "Moisturize" mode, the "Refresh"
mode is set automatically.
3. Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button.
Select the potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") with the "LEVEL" selector button
according to your skin condition.
● Every time the "LEVEL" selector button is pressed, the potential power level is
switched between "HIGH" and "LOW". The vibration power does not change.
● The previous potential power level ("HIGH" or "LOW") is stored by the memory function.

Make sure to turn OFF the switch.
(Improperly turning on the switch may cause irritation or a malfunction.)
CAUTION

★Do not use alcohol, benzine, or thinner.
(Cause of deformation or discoloration)

How to preserve
Preserve in an area with little humidity and dust.

Use at the "LOW" level is recommended for people who use this device for the first
time and who feel something unusual.
4. Hold the main body by hand touching the side plate. (Fig. 10)
● Make sure to hold the body with your hand touching either of the right and left side
plates.
5. Apply the head directly to your skin and move it slowly.
●
The mode indicator lamp will light, and the device will start to vibrate.
● Use this device within 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, the device will stop automatically.
CAUTION
The device will not vibrate unless you apply the head to your skin while touching
the side plate. (Skin sensing function)
If the head is not vibrating, the device is not working.
If you leave the device as it is for about 30 seconds without vibration, the power will
turn off automatically. (Auto-off function)
●

Lightly apply and slowly move as if sliding from the center to the outside of your face.
Do not keep the head on the same part of your skin, but move it
around. (Cause of skin trouble or poor health condition)

Do not use this device on the same part of your skin for more than 10 seconds.
If you feel slight current stimulation (a tingling sensation) during use, press the
"LEVEL" selector button to set the "LOW" level.
6. An automatic stop is made when 5 minutes have elapsed. (Auto-off function)
●
You will know the automatic stop with the ending sound.
7. Wipe the skin lotion off the head and main body with tissue, etc.
●
●

How to use with AC
Never use this product in places splashed with water or in damp
places, such as in a bathroom.
(Cause of an electric shock or short circuit)
1. Connect the charger to the main body and outlet.
● Use according to "How to use."
The charge completion/recharge lamp stays out during operation.
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Do not leave this product in places splashed with water or in damp
places, such as in a bathroom. (Cause of a short circuit or failure)
CAUTION

★Do not leave this product in areas exposed to direct sunlight
(inside of a vehicle in summer, etc.) or near heaters.
(Cause of deformation or discoloration)

Specifications
Chaeger
Power (KH-182B)
supply
Main body
Charging time

100V - 240V AC
Batteries [Nickel-hydrogen battery (1.2V DC, 500mAh×2)]
5 hours as standard

Rated time

20 minutes at the maximum (basic mode: 15 minutes)

Accessories

Rings (two), stand

Disposal of the product
Do not disassemble except when disposing of the product.
This product includes recyclable parts.
For disposal of the parts, observe your local laws and regulations etc.

How to remove the nickel-hydrogen batteries
1. Keep pressing the power switch continuously while it is “ON” for 10 seconds or more to
make the device vibrate and leave it until the vibration stops.
2. Remove the two screws on the reverse side of the main body. (Fig. 13) Screws
3. Insert a flat-blade screwdriver or the like in the gap between the main body cases (front)
and (rear), and remove the main body case (rear). (Fig. 14)
Flat-blade screwdriver
Main body case (rear)
4. Cut the lead wires connected to the terminals of the nickel-hydrogen batteries near the
terminals, and take out the batteries from the battery holder. (Fig. 15)
Main body case (front)
Lead wires
Nickel-hydrogen batteries
Battery holder
Do not allow the (+) and (-) terminals of the removed nickel-hydrogen
batteries to make contact. (Cause of a short circuit or burns)
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ƽᇡⲂ㝮⡍߹ᬣᛳ㗙ƽ㸔⎆⮙⮒ᙷ㗙ƽ⠭⮙⊏ⰖЁ
ƽ串䝛串▔㋴ࡥ䭋ᳳՓ⫼㗙ǃ㙱ࡳ㛑䱰⻭ᓩ䍋ⱘ↯㌄㸔ㅵ᫈ᔉ㗙
ƽ仆䜦ǃ᳡㮹Ёǃ䘢ᑺ⮆ࢲᰖ

ℸ㰩㸼⼎ⱘ⊼ᛣџ䷙ˈᰃ⚎њ䅧ᙼᅝܼǃℷ⺎ഄՓ⫼ᴀ⫶કˈҹ䰆ℶᇡᙼҹঞ
ҪҎ䗴៤ॅᆇ㟛᧡ᆇǄ
⊼ᛣџ䷙औߚབϟǄ
↣ϔ䷙ഛᰃ᳝䮰ᅝܼⱘ䞡㽕ܻᆍˈ䂟ࢭᖙ䙉ᅜǄ

ॅ䱾

བᵰ䤃䁸Փ⫼᳗䗴៤Փ⫼㗙⅏ѵ䞡ڋП㎞䖿ⱘॅᆇᑺǄ

䄺ਞ

བᵰ䤃䁸Փ⫼ৃ㛑᳗䗴៤Փ⫼㗙⅏ѵ䞡ॅⱘڋᆇᑺǄ

⊼ᛣ

བᵰ䤃䁸Փ⫼ৃ㛑᳗䗴៤Փ⫼㗙䓩᧡ڋາ⠽ક
᠓ሟǃᆊᒁ⫼ㄝ ⱘॅᆇ᧡າᑺǄ

⽕ℶ

˘೪⼎՟˚

⫳⧚ǃᛳ㾎ᖗ⧚㛑Շ㔎ᇥ㍧倫ঞⶹ䄬ⱘҎ˄ࣙᣀܦス˅
ϡᕫՓ⫼ᴀ఼ˈ䰸䴲Ҫץᕫࠄ݊ᅝܼ䊀ӏҎᴀ఼Փ⫼ᮍ䴶
ⱘⲷⴷᣛᇢǄ

㿬㰳ˈ㸼⼎Ā⽕ℶā ㌩ᇡϡ㽕ⱘ خ㸠⚎Ǆ
Ā⽕ℶߚ㾷āǂǂǂǂĀ⽕ℶ᳝∈ⱘจ᠔Փ⫼ā
Ā⽕ℶ⫼▩㿌ᩌā

ឝᇡܦス䘆㸠ⲷⴷˈ⺎ֱ݊ϡ⥽㗡ᴀ఼Ǆ

㿬㰳ˈ㸼⼎Āᔋࠊā ᖙ䷜ⱘ خ㸠⚎Ǆ
Āϔ㠀ⱘ㸠⚎ā

⽕ℶ

Āᇛ䳏⑤ᦦ丁ᕲᦦᑻϞᢨϟā

ࢭᖙ䙉ᅜ

ॅ䱾

ᢨϟ䳏⑤
ᦦ丁

䄺ਞ

ϡৃ᧡ڋǃ⫼ᔢ᳆ǃᢝᡃǃᡁ᳆ǃᤚ㌂ǃ䞡ວǃ༒ܹǃࡴᎹ䳏⑤㎮᥆㐲
ܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ϞǄ
৺᳗ࠛ᧡ڋ䳏⑤㎮ˈ䗴៤☿♑㿌䳏ⱘॳ˅
བᵰᴀ储ⱐ⫳⭄ᐌ㙆⭄ᐌᰖˈゟेذℶՓ⫼ˈᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ϔ䍋ྨ㿫㍧䢋ᑫ
䘆㸠ׂ⧚Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅

ࢭᖙ䙉ᅜ

ϡৃ⫼ᮐ㞝丌䚼ҹǄ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅
⽕ℶ⫼
▩㿌ᩌ
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㨀ϔܙ䳏ЁՓ⫼Ёⱐ⫳⭄ᐌᰖˈᇛ䳏⑤ᦦ丁ᕲܙ䳏䅞ວ఼Ϟ拔ϟǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ☿♑ⱘॳ˅

ϡৃՓ⫼᧡າⱘ䳏⑤㎮䳏⑤ᦦ丁ˈгϡৃՓ⫼僚ࢩⱘᦦᑻǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ᧡ڋ䳏⑤㎮ˈ䗴៤☿♑㿌䳏ⱘॳ˅
⽕ℶ

⽕ℶ

Փ⫼Ёᛳ㾎⮐⮯ǃϡ㟦᳡ǃՓ⫼ᕠᛳ㾎Ⲃ㝮⭄ᐌᰖˈゟेذℶՓ⫼ˈ
Ϻ䂟䃂䀶ᇜ䭔䝿Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋㄝⱘॳ˅

ϡৃՓ⫼Ѹ⌕99ҹⱘ䳏⑤Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤☿♑㿌䳏ⱘॳ˅

Փ⫼ҹϟ䝿Ⱆ䳏ᄤⱘ఼۔Ҏ㌩ᇡϡৃՓ⫼Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛᓩ䍋䝿Ⱆ䳏ᄤ఼۔᪡༅誤˅
•ᖗ㞳䰸丿఼ㄝⱘ储ܻඟܹൟ䝿Ⱆ䳏ᄤ఼۔Ǆ
•ᖗ䳏۔ㄝᅝ㺱ᓣ䝿Ⱆ䳏ᄤ఼۔Ǆ

ϡৃ⫼Փ⫼䁾ᯢϞ㿬䓝ҹⱘᮍ⊩Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ڋǃᬙ䱰ⱘॳ˅

ҹϟ䚼ԡϡৃՓ⫼Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅
ƽᭈᔶ㸧ᕠⱘ䚼ԡƽⴐ⧗ঞϞⴐⲂƽڋষ
ƽ䴶䚼咥Ⲃ⮛ƽষ㜨ܻㄝ㉬㝰䚼ԡ
ƽ㉝ࠎ⭭⯽ᓩ䍋♢⮛ⱘ䚼ԡƽ⮯㾎ǃⶹ㾎䱰⻭ⱘⱘ䚼ԡ
ƽⲂ㝮ϟඟܹ䞥ቀǃล᭭ǃ⸙ㄝⱘ䚼ԡ
ƽ᧨ⰶǃⱐ➦ǃ⠽⧚ᗻࠎ▔ㄝᓩ䍋ⱘ⮙ᜟᗻ㻤᭥ⱘ䚼ԡ
ƽཱ࣪કㄝᓩ䍋Ⲃ♢ⱘ䚼ԡ

߱Փ⫼㗙ˈ䂟ḍ㞾ᏅⲂ㝮ⱘ䘽ឝ⢔⊕䘆㸠Փ⫼Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋǃ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅
ϡৃ⫼▩ᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ᦦܹࢸߎᦦᑻǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤ᬙ䱰ⷁ䏃ⱘॳ˅
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䄺ਞ

䚼ৡ々ঞࢩ ೪
ᇢ丁 䟺ᴤ᭭
㺱Ϟཱ࣪ẝᕠ䊐Ⲃ㝮ϞǄ
Փ⫼Ё䘆㸠ᤃࢩǄ
ᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜
㡆
ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ā䭟āᕠˈĀCLEANSING ā
ᓣ䭗҂ˈՓ⫼Ё៤咲҂Ǆ
ᓣߛᣝ䟩
↣ᣝϟϔᣝ䟩ˈৃҹߛ⫼⊩ᓣǄ
وᵓ
䳏⑤䭟䮰 
ᣝϟ䭟䮰䅞៤Ā䭟āˈݡᣝϟ䅞៤
Ā䮰āǄ
ᐊ᳝㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑ˈᮐĀ䭟ā⢔ᜟᕠ
㋘⾦ܻՓ⫼ⱘ䁅㞾ࢩ䅞៤Ā䮰āǄ
ᴀ储
ᴀ储ᦦᑻ
ᔋᔅ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜
ᔋ ㋙㡆 ǃᔅ ㍴㡆
ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ā䭟āˈĀLOWāĀHIGHā
咲҂Ǆ
ᔋᔅߛᣝ䟩
↣ᣝϟϔᣝ䟩ˈৃҹߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋā
ĀᔅāǄᤃࢩⱘᔋᑺϡ᳗䅞࣪Ǆ

㌩ᇡϡৃ⫼∈≪⋫Ǆ
гϡৃ⫼∈⍌⊵⎟∈Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤ᬙ䱰ⷁ䏃ⱘॳ˅
⽕ℶ᳝∈ⱘ
จ᠔Փ⫼

⽕ℶߚ㾷

ϡৃ⍈ᅸㄝᆍᯧ⎟∈╂▩ⱘഄᮍՓ⫼ǃܙ䳏ᬒ㕂Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤ᬙ䱰ⷁ䏃ⱘॳ˅
ϡৃ᪙㞾ᬍ䗴Ǆгϡৃ䅧ׂ⧚ᡔ㸧ҎવҹⱘҎ䘆㸠ׂ⧚Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤☿♑ǃ㿌䳏ǃফڋǃᬙ䱰ⱘॳ˅

⊼ᛣ
Փ⫼Пࠡˈ䂟⺎䁡ᇢ丁᳝⛵᧡ڋ䅞ᔶǄ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤᧡Ⲃڋ㝮ⱘॳ˅
㌩ᇡϡৃ㟛݊Ҫ㕢ᆍ఼Ϻ⫼Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅
Ⲃ㝮Ϟ᳝ڋষ♢⮛ᰖ㌩ᇡϡৃՓ⫼Ǆ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ॳⱘ⮯⮐ڋ˅
ϡৃᥝ㨑ᮑќᔋ⚜ⱘ㸱ᩲǄ˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤ফڋᬙ䱰ⱘॳ˅
⽕ℶ

ϡৃ⫼ᧂⱐ⊍ǃ⿔䞟ࡥǃ䜦㊒ㄝ᪺ᣁై☥㷆ࡥǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤㺖㋟ǃ㿌䳏ǃ䍋☿ⱘॳ˅
ϡৃՓ⫼䰘ቀҹⱘܙ䳏䅞ວ఼Ǆгϡৃ⫼䰘ቀܙ䳏䅞ວ఼՚ᇡ݊ᅗଚકܙ䳏Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤㿌䳏ǃ䍋☿ⱘॳ˅
ࢭᖙপϟ㘇⪄ǃ䷙䤞ㄝ㺱仒કҹঞ䲅ᔶⴐ䦵ᕠՓ⫼Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅
⬅ᮐಈ䞡Ⲃ㝮㉫㊭Ⲃ㝮㸼䴶ߍߌᰖ㗙ḍ∫↯僡僮⢔⊕ㄝˈг᳗᳝ᇥ㽟ⱘ
ᔋ⚜ࠎ▔ᛳǄℸᰖˈឝⲵ䞣䙓ܡ䁆䚼ԡՓ⫼Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙ᧡ॳⱘڋ˅

ࢭᖙ䙉ᅜ

ᢨϟ䳏⑤
ᦦ丁

وᵓ
㿌䁆䚼ߚˈᇛֱ▩丁䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟህ
䭟ྟࢩǄ
ܙ䳏㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜
ܙ䳏ЁĀ㋙㡆ā咲҂ˈܙ䳏㌤ᴳᕠ䅞៤
Ā㍴㡆āǄ
㳖勈఼
ߛ㙆䄺ਞ㙆㌤ᴳ㙆
↣ᣝϟϔ䭟䮰ᣝ䟩ˈߛ㙆䛑᳗勈䷓Ǆ
Փ⫼Ё䄺ਞ㙆勈䷓ᰖˈ㸼⼎ܙ֗ڀ䳏ⱘ
ֵ㰳Ǆᓣ㌤ᴳᰖˈ㌤ᴳ㙆勈䷓Ǆ
㪘䳏∴ ܻ㮣
䦇⇿䳏∴ן
ܙ䳏䅞ວ఼
ൟ㰳˖.+%
䳏⑤ᦦ丁
ᇛᦦ丁ᦦܹࠄᑩǄ
఼ᦦ丁
䳏⑤㎮
䰘ቀક
༫⪄ ן
⫼ᮐᅮཱ࣪ẝǄ
ৄᶊ

⁶␀Ⲃ㝮ࡳ㛑
●

ᴀ఼۔ᰃ䗮䘢Ҏ储䘆㸠᪡ⱘଚકǄ
߽⫼Ⲃ㝮㿌وᵓᇢ丁Փ䳏䏃ࢩǄ
བᵰা㿌وᵓˈᇢ丁ϡ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟгϡ᳗䘟Ǆ

㿬ដࡳ㛑
●

ᴀ఼۔᳝㿬ដ䳏⌕ĀHIGHāĀLOWāㄝ㋮ⱘ㿬ដࡳ㛑Ǆ
ৃҹ㿬ដՓ⫼ᓣ ℹ倳̚ 㞾ࢩذℶĀ䮰ā䳏⑤䭟䮰ПࠡⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWā
ㄝ㋮ǄՓ⫼Ёᣝϟᔋᔅߛᣝ䟩ᰖˈৃҹߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ

ཱ࣪ẝঞᇢ丁ϡ㛑Ⲃ㝮ⱘৠϔ䚼ԡ⬭ذ㽕ϡذഄ⿏ࢩǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

Փ⫼ࠡⱘ⑪٭

拔ϟ䳏⑤ᦦ丁఼ᦦ丁ᰖˈϡৃᡧԣ䳏⑤㎮拔ϟǄ
৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤ᮋ㎮ǃ㿌䳏ǃⷁ䏃ǃ䍋☿ⱘॳ

Θ߱Փ⫼ᰖˈܙ䳏ⓓˈ䂟ܜ䘆㸠ܙ䳏ᕠݡՓ⫼Ǆ
Θ䂟ࢭᖙՓ⫼Ѹ⌕ˉ9䳏ວⱘ䰘ቀܙ䳏䅞ວ఼Ǆ

䰸Փ⫼ᰖҹˈࢭᖙᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ᕲᦦᑻϞ拔ϟǄ
৺᳗ࠛ㌩㎷ࡷ࣪䗴៤㿌䳏☿♑ⱘॳ˅

ܙ䳏ᮍ⊩

䄺ਞ

ϡৃ⫼▩ᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ᦦܹ拔ߎᦦᑻǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤㿌䳏ǃⷁ䏃ⱘॳ˅
ϡৃ⍈ᅸㄝᆍᯧ⎟ࠄ∈ߚ╂▩ⱘഄᮍՓ⫼ܙ䳏䅞ວ఼Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤㿌䳏ǃⷁ䏃ⱘॳ˅

䮰䭝䳏⑤ˈᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼䗷ᴀ储ᦦᑻϞǄ ೪
ܙ䳏㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜⚎
ܙ䳏Ё˖㋙㡆咲҂
ܙ䳏㌤ᴳᕠ˖㍴㡆咲҂
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῭⑪ܙ䳏ᰖ䭧 ᇣᰖ
 ܙ䳏㌤ᴳᕠˈᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ᕲᦦᑻᴀ储Ϟ拔ϟǄ ೪
Θܙ䳏Ёˈᴀ储ܙ䳏䅞ວ఼᳗᳝ѯⱐ➅ˈ䗭Ϻ䴲ᬙ䱰Ǆ

ℹ倳
4

Θʳ῭⑪ܙ䳏ᰖ䭧⚎ᇣᰖǄ
Θʳϔܙ䳏ৃҹՓ⫼㋘Ǆ
ǂ>ᴀᓣ ℹ倳 ϞϺ⫼ϔĀREFRESHā⫼ĀHIGHāՓ⫼ᰖ@
ǂĆḍ䘅ೡ⑿ᑺㄝՓ⫼ṱӊⱘϡৠˈৃ㛑᳗⏯ᇥՓ⫼ᭌǄ

ܙ䳏ᰖᳳ
ᠧ䭟䳏⑤⢔ᜟϟ勈䷓䄺ਞ㙆ᰖˈ㸼⼎ܙ䳏ֵⱘ֗ڀ㰳Ǆ䂟۬ᮽ䘆㸠ܙ䳏Ǆ
⚎㛑ᧂⱐߚܙ㪘䳏∴ⱘᗻ㛑ˈ䂟䙉ᅜҹϟ䷙Ǆ
 བᵰן᳜ҹϞՓ⫼↣Փ⫼䛑ܙ䳏ⱘ䁅ˈϟेՓܙݡ䳏ˈৃ㛑᳗᳝Փ⫼
 ᭌ⏯ᇥⱘᚙ⊕Ǆ
 ǒ䗭ᰃ⚎㪘䳏∴ⱘϡ⌏ᗻ࣪ ܙ䳏ডឝ䟡࣪ 㿬ដᬜᵰ᠔ᓩⱐⱘǄǓ

ᓣ

ཱ࣪ẝཱ࣪ક

REFRESH
⏯䓩Ⲃ㝮ⱘ㎞ᔉ

Ⲃ㝮ϞหϞᑇᰖՓ⫼ⱘч⎆ֱ▩䴶㝰ㄝᕠ
Փ⫼ǄϡՓ⫼ཱ࣪ẝǄ

⫼┨丣≪⋫ཱ࣪∵൶ˈϺ⏙┨ђ⎼Ǆ
ܻⱘوじ䚼ᳱϞǄ
ᴀ储Ϟᅝ㺱ཱ࣪ẝǄ ೪
ཱ࣪ẝ
ֱ䅋㝰
 ᩩϟᇢ丁Ϟⱘֱ䅋㝰Ǆ
Θབᵰϡᩩϟֱ䅋㝰ࠛϡ᳗ࢩǄ
 㪟Ϟཱ࣪ẝϺ⫼䰘ቀⱘ༫⪄ᅮǄ
Θ䂟Փ⫼Ꮦଂⱘཱ࣪ક⫼ཱ࣪ẝǄԚᰃˈᇣཱ࣪ẝ८ཱ࣪ẝৃ㛑㺱ϡϞǄ
Θ༫⪄᳝ᮍᗻǄᇛܻوᇀ䚼ᇡ⑪ᇢ丁ˈᕲℷϞᮍ༫ܹǄ
䂟ϡ㽕㺱ডǄབᵰ⫼ᣝວⱘ䁅ˈ᳗᳝ᢚϡϟ՚ⱘৃ㛑ˈ䂟⊼ᛣǄ
 ᇛ༫⪄ⱘ㭘䚼ߚᕲܽوᣝວপϟǄ ೪
㭘䚼ߚ

Փ⫼ࠄܙ䳏֗ڀਞⶹ勈䷓㙆勈䷓Ǆ

▼

▲

㪘䳏∴ᕽॳⱘᮍ⊩
Փ⫼ᰖˈ⚎њϡ᧡Ⲃڋ㝮ˈ䂟䙉ᅜҹϟџ䷙Ǆ
 ⫼ᴀ఼۔䅋⧚Ⲃ㝮ᰖˈ⫼ᴀᓣ↣ϔՓ⫼ߚ䧬Ǆ

Փ⫼ℹ倳ϔϡᕫ䍙䘢ߚ䧬Ǆ

ᣝ✻Āܙ䳏ᮍ⊩āˈ䘆㸠ᇣᰖ῭⑪ܙ䳏Ǆ

ᴀᓣ

▼

（CLEANSING）

ᇛܙ䳏䅞ວ఼ᕲᦦᑻϞ拔ϟᕠˈ㨫ܹᦦݡ䘆㸠ᇣᰖܙ䳏Ǆ

ℹ倳

ডᕽ᪡ᭌķ̚Ĺⱘℹ倳ˈৃՓ㪘䳏∴ᘶᕽॳ՚ⱘᗻ㛑⢔ᜟǄ

ℹ倳

 ߱Փ⫼ᰖ
བᵰܙ䳏ᇣᰖᕠՓ⫼ᭌձ✊ᇥᰖˈ䂟ᣝ✻Ϟ䗄㪘䳏∴ᕽॳᮍ⊩䘆㸠ܙ䳏ˈ
ेৃᘶᕽℷᐌ⢔ᜟǄ
 䂟䘅ೡ⑿ᑺ⚎̚ćҹܻⱘ⪄๗ϟ䘆㸠ܙ䳏Ǆ

ℹ倳




⊼ᛣ

1

Փ⫼ЁˈⲂ㝮䑿储ᛳࠄ⭄ᐌᰖゟेذℶՓ⫼ˈϺ䂟䃂䀶ᇜ䭔䝿Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙᓩ䍋䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

●
●

䂟পϟ䞥ቀ仒⠽ঞ䲅ᔶⴐ䦵Ǆ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮ফڋ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

ᓣ
CLEANSING
এᥝ↯ᄨܻⅬ⬭ⱘᖂ㌄∵൶

ཱ࣪ẝཱ࣪ક
ᮄཱ࣪ẝϞ⍌▩ᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈ᕠՓ⫼Ǆ

MICRO-PAT
Փ㙠㝮㰩ᮐᆍᯧⓆ䗣ֱ▩៤ߚⱘ
⢔ᜟ
MOISTURIZE
ᇛֱ▩៤ߚⓆ䗣Ⲃ㝮䘆㸠ֱ▩
䅋⧚

ᇛᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈ห㞝ϞՓ⫼Ǆ
ϡՓ⫼ཱ࣪ẝǄ

●

2
3

ߚ䧬

˘㞾ࢩذℶ˚

（MOISTURIZE）

ߚ䧬

ߚ䧬

˘㞾ࢩذℶ˚

ࣙᣀĀREFRESHāϔՓ⫼ϡৃ䍙䘢ߚ䧬Ǆ
ᓎ䅄↣̚䘅Փ⫼ϔĀREFRESHāࡳ㛑Ǆ

 䂟⋫⎼ཱ࣪ᕠ㻌㝮Փ⫼Ǆ
 ৠϔ䚼ԡՓ⫼ᰖ䭧ᰖϡᕫ䍙䘢⾦䧬Ǆ
 ḍⲂ㝮ⱘ⢔ᜟ䘆㸠ߛĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩Ǆ
● ৃḍ୰ད䙌⫼ĀHIGHāĀLOWāˈབᵰⲂ㝮ᛳ㾎Ā㿌䳏ᛳāᰖˈ
䂟Փ⫼ĀLOWāǄ
● བᵰᛳ㾎Ⲃ㝮⭄ᐌᰖˈゟेذℶՓ⫼ˈϺ䂟ᇜ䭔䝿⫳⊏ⰖǄ
ᴀ఼۔᳝㿬ដᑇᰖՓ⫼ⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāㄝ㋮ⱘ㿬ដࡳ㛑Ǆ
䁇ᚙ䂟গ✻Ā㿬ដࡳ㛑āǄ

ᮄཱ࣪ẝϞ⍌▩ᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈ᕠՓ⫼Ǆ
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˘㞾ࢩذℶ˚

（REFRESH）

䗮䘢Ϻ⫼ᑇᰖՓ⫼ⱘч⎆ֱ▩䴶㝰ˈ
ৃՓⲂ㝮⥆ᕫᶨ┸ᛳⱘࡳ㛑Ǆ

ߛᓣ
ℹ倳

˘㞾ࢩذℶ˚

（MICRO-PAT）

ℹ倳

Փ⫼Пࠡ

䄺ਞ

ߚ䧬

-18-

Փ⫼՟
ᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩ˈ䀁ᅮ㞾Ꮕ୰ℵᓣⱘᓣǄ

ᖿ䗳䅋⧚ᓣ ᠔䳔ᰖ䭧ߚ䧬
●

ℹ倳 MOISTURIZE
ᮽϞ≦᳝ᰖ䭧᳝ᗹџߎᰖˈгৃাՓ⫼ĀMOISTURIZEāǄা⫼ߚ䧬ህৃҹ
ᬃᧈֱ▩Ǆᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩ˈ䀁ᅮĀMOISTURIZEāǄ

䓩僚䅋⧚ᓣ ᠔䳔ᰖ䭧ߚ䧬
●
●

ℹ倳 CLEANSING
ℹ倳 MOISTURIZE
ߎ᳝ࠡᰖ䭧ᰖˈৃҹՓ⫼ĀCLEANSINGāঞĀMOISTURIZEāǄᇡ⏙┨ⱘⲂ㝮
䘆㸠ᬃᧈֱ▩Ǆ
ĀCLEANSINGā㌤ᴳᕠˈᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩ˈ䀁ᅮĀMOISTURIZEāǄ

↣᮹䅋㝮ᓣ ᠔䳔ᰖ䭧ߚ䧬
●
●
●

ℹ倳 CLEANSING
ℹ倳 MICRO-PAT
ℹ倳 MOISTURIZE
↣ⱘᐌ㽣ᓣǄ
䘆㸠ĀCLEANSINGāᕠˈ⫼ĀMICRO-PATā㎽㾷Ⲃ㝮ˈՓ㙠㝮㰩ᮐᆍᯧⓆ䗣ֱ▩
៤ߚⱘ⢔ᜟˈ䗮䘢ĀMOISTURIZEāՓⲂ㝮Ⓠ䗣ֱ▩៤ߚˈ䘆㸠Ⲃ㝮ⱘֱ▩䅋⧚Ǆ

●
●
●

ℹ倳 CLEANSING
ℹ倳 MICRO-PAT
ℹ倳 MOISTURIZE
ℹ倳 REFRESH
↣̚䘅Փ⫼ϔܼ༫ᓣ䘆㸠Ⲃ㝮䅋⧚Ǆ䗮䘢ߛĀREFRESHāᓣⱘ㌄ᖂঞ
ᖂᤃࢩᶨⱘ䳏Ὁ䘆㸠Ⲃ㝮ⱘ䅋⧚Ǆ

Փ⫼ᮍ⊩
䄺ਞ

߱Փ⫼㗙᳝ϡ䘽ᛳ㗙ˈᓎ䅄Փ⫼ĀLOWāㄝ㋮Ǆ
ᦵԣᴀ储ᰖᣛឝ㿌وᵓǄ ೪
● ࢭᖙ⫼ᣛ㿌Ꮊে䙞ⱘوᵓᕠᦵԣᴀ储Ǆ
ᇛཱ࣪ẝ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ ೪
● ᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜䅞៤咲҂Ϻᤃࢩ
● Փ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎ߚ䧬ҹܻǄ
⊼ᛣ
བᵰা㿌وᵓཱ࣪ẝϡ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟгϡ᳗ᤃࢩǄ Ⲃ㝮⁶␀ࡳ㛑
ᇢ丁ϡᤃࢩᰖ఼۔ϡ᳗ⱐᧂࡳᬜǄ
བᵰϡᤃࢩⱘ⢔ᜟϟᬒ㕂㋘⾦䧬ᰖˈ䳏⑤᳗㞾ࢩ䮰䭝Ǆ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑
●

↣䘅䅋㝮ᓣ ᠔䳔ᰖ䭧ߚ䧬
●

ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ǆ ೪
ʳ ΘĀHIGHLOWā㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜咲҂ˈᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜ⱘĀCLEANSINGā䭗҂Ǆ
  བᵰ݊ᅗᓣ䭗҂ᰖˈᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩ˈߛ៤ĀCLEANSINGāǄ
⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩䙌䳏⌕ⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāǄ
ḍⲂ㝮ⱘ⢔ᜟˈৃ⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
● ↣ᣝϟϔĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāህ᳗ߛǄ
ᤃࢩⱘᔋᑺϡ᳗䅞࣪Ǆ
● 㿬ដࡳ㛑ৃ㿬ដ䳏⑤䮰䭝ᰖⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāǄ

ϡৃ⏙┨ⴐ㘇ᴉ䘅ೡǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙᓩ䍋䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅
Փ⫼ЁˈⲂ㝮䑿储ᛳࠄ⭄ᐌᰖゟेذℶՓ⫼ˈϺ䂟ᇜ䭔䝿⫳⊏ⰖǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤џᬙᓩ䍋䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

䓩䓩䊐㨫ˈᕲ㞝ⱘЁᖗ䚼و⒥ࢩᓣ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ

⊼ᛣ

ཱ࣪ẝϡ㛑Ⲃ㝮ⱘৠϔ䚼ԡ⬭ذ㽕ϡذഄ⿏ࢩǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

བᵰཱ࣪ẝ≦᳝∈ߚ⒥ࢩϡ䷚ᱶᰖˈ䂟㺰∈ཱ࣪ܙǄ
ৠϔ䚼ԡⱘՓ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎⾦䧬ҹܻǄ
●
Փ⫼Ёˈབᵰᛳ㾎᳝ᖂ䳏⌕ⱘࠎ▔ 㿌䳏ᛳ ᛳᰖˈᣝϟĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩㕂ᮐ
 ĀLOWāǄབᵰҡᛳ㾎᳝Ā㿌䳏ᛳāᰖˈ䂟ࡴᇥ䞣ཱ࣪∈Փ⫼Ǆ
䍙䘢ߚ䧬ᕠ㞾ࢩذℶǄ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑
●
ҹ㌤ᴳ㙆ਞⶹǄ
ᢚϟ༫⪄ཱ࣪ẝǄ
● ⫼㋭Ꮢㄝ᪺ᣁᇢ丁㸼䴶Ǆ
● ⫼䘢ϔⱘཱ࣪ẝˈݡՓ⫼ⱘ䁅ˈ᳗ᓩ䍋Ⲃ㝮᧡ॳⱘڋˈ䂟ϡ㽕Փ⫼Ǆ
●
●

ℹ倳 CLEANSING (清潔美容)

ℹ倳

ৃҹএ䰸⋫㞝ᰖϡᯧ⋫⎼ⱘ↯ᄨܻⅬ们ⱘᖂ㌄∵൶ˈ䘽⫼ᮐĀMICRO-PATāⲂ㝮ⱘᓣǄ
⋫㞝ᕠˈᴀ储Ϟᅝ㺱ⱘཱ࣪ẝϞ⍌▩ཱ࣪∈Ǆ
 䂟Փ⫼ᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈᳝এ䰸㾦䊾ᬜᵰⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
 䂟ϡ㽕Փ⫼ч⎆⢔ޱ㝴⢔ⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
ʳ Θᇛཱ࣪∈Ⓠ䗣㟇ཱ࣪ẝ㚠䴶ⱘᑺǄ

ᇡⲂ㝮ᮑќ᳝ᬜⱘࠎ▔ˈҹ㎽㎞ᔉⱘⲂ㝮ˈՓ㙠㝮㰩ᮐᆍᯧⓆ䗣ֱ▩៤ߚⱘᓣǄ
ᇛᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈ഛ࣏ഄหᢍ㞝ϞǄ
●
᪺⎼⊒Ϟⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ǆ ೪
● ĀHIGHLOWā㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜咲҂ˈᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜ⱘĀMICRO-PATā䭗҂Ǆ
བᵰ݊ᅗᓣ䭗҂ᰖˈᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩䘆㸠ߛǄ
Ā⏙┨㕢ᆍāᓣ㌤ᴳᕠˈᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰ᰖˈ㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮ⚎ĀᦤᯛⓆ䗣āᓣǄ

䚼ߚཱ࣪∈ ⊝∈ㄝ ᳗᳝ϡ㽟ᬜᵰⱘᚙ⊕Ǆ
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MICRO-PAT (提昇滲透)
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ᣝ䟩䘆㸠ߛǄ
ĀCLEANSINGāᓣ㌤ᴳᕠˈᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰ᰖˈ㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮ⚎ĀMICRO-PATāᓣǄ
⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩䙌䳏⌕ⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāǄ
ḍⲂ㝮ⱘ⢔ᜟˈৃ⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
● ↣ᣝϟϔĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāህ᳗ߛǄ
ᤃࢩⱘᔋᑺϡ᳗䅞࣪Ǆ
● 㿬ដࡳ㛑ৃ㿬ដ䳏⑤䮰䭝ᰖⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāǄ
߱Փ⫼㗙᳝ϡ䘽ᛳ㗙ˈᓎ䅄Փ⫼Āᔅāㄝ㋮Ǆ
ᦵԣᴀ储ᰖᣛឝ㿌وᵓǄ ೪
● ࢭᖙ⫼ᣛ㿌Ꮊে䙞ⱘوᵓᕠᦵԣᴀ储Ǆ
ᇛᇢ丁Ⳉ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ
●
ᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜䅞៤咲҂Ϻᤃࢩ
● Փ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎ߚ䧬ҹܻǄ

⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩䙌䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
ḍⲂ㝮ⱘ⢔ᜟˈৃ⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
● ↣ᣝϟϔĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāህ᳗ߛǄ
ᤃࢩⱘᔋᑺϡ᳗䅞࣪Ǆ
● 㿬ដࡳ㛑ৃ㿬ដ䳏⑤䮰䭝ᰖⱘĀHIGHāĀLOWāǄ
߱Փ⫼㗙᳝ϡ䘽ᛳ㗙ˈᓎ䅄Փ⫼ĀLOWāㄝ㋮Ǆ
ᦵԣᴀ储ᰖᣛឝ㿌وᵓǄ ೪
● ࢭᖙ⫼ᣛ㿌Ꮊে䙞ⱘوᵓᕠᦵԣᴀ储Ǆ
ᇛཱ࣪ẝ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ ೪
●
ᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜䅞៤咲҂Ϻᤃࢩ
● Փ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎ߚ䧬ҹܻǄ
⊼ᛣ
བᵰা㿌وᵓཱ࣪ẝϡ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟгϡ᳗ᤃࢩǄ Ⲃ㝮⁶␀ࡳ㛑
ᇢ丁ϡᤃࢩᰖ఼۔ϡ᳗ⱐᧂࡳᬜǄ
བᵰϡᤃࢩⱘ⢔ᜟϟᬒ㕂㋘⾦䧬ᰖˈ䳏⑤᳗㞾ࢩ䮰䭝Ǆ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑

⊼ᛣ
བᵰা㿌وᵓᇢ丁ϡ䊐Ⲃ㝮Ϟгϡ᳗ᤃࢩǄ ⁶␀Ⲃ㝮ࡳ㛑
ᇢ丁ϡᤃࢩᰖ఼۔ϡ᳗ⱐᧂࡳᬜǄ
བᵰϡᤃࢩⱘ⢔ᜟϟᬒ㕂㋘⾦䧬ᰖˈ䳏⑤᳗㞾ࢩ䮰䭝Ǆ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑
●

●

⊼ᛣ

䓩䓩䊐㨫ˈᕲ㞝ⱘЁᖗ䚼و⒥ࢩᓣ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ

⊼ᛣ

ᇢ丁ϡ㛑Ⲃ㝮ⱘৠϔ䚼ԡ⬭ذ㽕ϡذഄ⿏ࢩǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

བᵰཱ࣪ẝ≦᳝∈ߚ⒥ࢩϡ䷚ᱶᰖˈ䂟㺰∈ཱ࣪ܙǄ
ৠϔ䚼ԡⱘՓ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎⾦䧬ҹܻǄ
●
Փ⫼Ёˈབᵰᛳ㾎᳝ᖂ䳏⌕ⱘࠎ▔ 㿌䳏ᛳ ᛳᰖˈᣝϟĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩㕂ᮐ
 ĀLOWāǄབᵰҡᛳ㾎᳝Ā㿌䳏ᛳāᰖˈ䂟ࡴᇥ䞣ཱ࣪∈Փ⫼Ǆ
䍙䘢ߚ䧬ᕠ㞾ࢩذℶǄ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑
●
ҹ㌤ᴳ㙆ਞⶹǄ
⫼㋭Ꮢㄝ᪺ᣁᇢ丁ঞᴀ储Ϟ⊒䰘ⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
●

●

ℹ倳 MOISTURIZE (強化保濕)
Ⲃ㝮Ϟ⍌䗣ཱ࣪∈ⱘֱ▩៤ߚˈ⫼ᮐ䅋⧚Ⲃ㝮ֱ▩ⱘᓣǄ
ᇛᮄཱ࣪ẝᅝ㺱ᴀ储Ϟ⫼༫⪄ᅮǄ
● ᳝䮰ཱ࣪ẝⱘᅝ㺱ˈ䂟গ✻ĀՓ⫼ࠡⱘ⑪٭āǄ
ᮄཱ࣪ẝϞ⍌▩ᑇᰖ⫼ⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
 䂟ϡ㽕Փ⫼ч⎆⢔ޱ㝴⢔ⱘཱ࣪∈Ǆ
● ᇛཱ࣪∈Ⓠ䗣㟇ཱ࣪ẝ㚠䴶ⱘᑺǄ
ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ǆ ೪
● ĀHIGHLOWā㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜咲҂ˈᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜ⱘĀMOISTURIZEā䭗҂Ǆ
བᵰ݊ᅗᓣ䭗҂ᰖˈᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩䘆㸠ߛǄ

䓩䓩䊐㨫ˈᕲ㞝ⱘЁᖗ䚼و⒥ࢩᓣ㎽᜶ഄ⿏ࢩǄ
ཱ࣪ẝϡ㛑Ⲃ㝮ⱘৠϔ䚼ԡ⬭ذ㽕ϡذഄ⿏ࢩǄ
ֱ▩丁ϡ㛑Ⲃ㝮ⱘৠϔ䚼ԡ⬭ذ㽕ϡذഄ⿏ࢩǄ
˄৺᳗ࠛ䗴៤Ⲃ㝮᧡ڋ䑿储ϡ䘽ⱘॳ˅

བᵰཱ࣪ẝ≦᳝∈ߚ⒥ࢩϡ䷚ᱶᰖˈ䂟㺰∈ཱ࣪ܙǄ
ৠϔ䚼ԡⱘՓ⫼ᰖ䭧⚎⾦䧬ҹܻǄ
●
Փ⫼Ёˈབᵰᛳ㾎᳝ᖂ䳏⌕ⱘࠎ▔ 㿌䳏ᛳ ᛳᰖˈᣝϟĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩㕂ᮐ
 ĀLOWāǄབᵰҡᛳ㾎᳝Ā㿌䳏ᛳāᰖˈ䂟ࡴᇥ䞣ཱ࣪∈Փ⫼Ǆ
䍙䘢ߚ䧬ᕠ㞾ࢩذℶǄ 㞾ࢩ䮰䭝ࡳ㛑
●
ҹ㌤ᴳ㙆ਞⶹǄ
ᢚϟ༫⪄ཱ࣪ẝǄ
● ⫼㋭Ꮢㄝ᪺ᣁᇢ丁㸼䴶Ǆ
● ⫼䘢ϔⱘཱ࣪ẝˈݡՓ⫼ⱘ䁅ˈ᳗ᓩ䍋Ⲃ㝮᧡ॳⱘڋˈ䂟ϡ㽕Փ⫼Ǆ
●
●

ℹ倳 REFRESH (清爽護膚)
ᓎ䅄↣̚䘅Փ⫼ϔǄ
⫼ᮐߛ㌄ᖂঞᖂᤃࢩᶨⱘ䳏ὉՓⲂ㝮ᬒ僚ⱘᓣǄ
ᇛֱ▩䴶㝰㽚㪟㞝Ϟᇛᑇᰖ⫼ⱘч⎆ഛ࣏ഄหᢍ㞝ϞǄ
● ᪺⎼⊒Ϟⱘч⎆Ǆ
ᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰Ǆ ೪
● ĀHIGHLOWā㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜咲҂ˈᓣ㸼⼎ᣛ⼎➜ⱘĀREFRESHā䭗҂Ǆ
བᵰ݊ᅗᓣ䭗҂ᰖˈᣝϟᓣߛᣝ䟩䘆㸠ߛǄ
ĀMOISTURIZEāᓣ㌤ᴳᕠˈᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰ᰖˈ㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮ⚎ĀREFRESHā
ᓣǄ

ĀMICRO-PATāᓣ㌤ᴳᕠˈᣝϟ䳏⑤䭟䮰ᰖˈ㞾ࢩ䀁ᅮ⚎ĀMOISTURIZEā
ᓣǄ
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⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩䙌䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
ḍⲂ㝮ⱘ⢔ᜟˈৃ⫼ĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈߛ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāǄ
● ↣ᣝϟϔĀHIGHLOWāߛᣝ䟩ˈ䳏⌕ⱘĀᔋāĀᔅāህ᳗ߛǄ
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